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Introduction
The University of Minnesota Libraries convened a six-member committee to oversee a
one-time fund established to address an imbalance in collections in all subject areas,
with regard to race, racism, and intersectional histories of prejudice and liberation. The
Racial Equity Collections Fund was created to immediately supplement collecting efforts
with the purpose of amplifying racially diverse voices and perspectives. To fulfill the
purpose and guidelines of the fund, the committee took an expansive look at published
works written by and centering Black, Indigenous, (and) People of Color (BIPOC).

One project of the committee was the identification and selection of recently published
ebooks representing voices and perspectives missing from the collection (retrospective
analysis). This paper discusses the background, goals, selection criteria, data analysis,
review processes and results of the retrospective analysis. We outline our collaboration
with GOBI Library Solutions (hereafter, ‘GOBI’), including GOBI’s help identifying
unowned titles in their catalog, utilization of GOBI’s Interdisciplinary Studies tags, and
the post-project integration into GOBI approval plans including future review of plan
performances.

Project overview & goals
The authors work at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, located in Minneapolis and
St. Paul. The university serves a population of 52,000 students (undergraduate,
graduate, and professional) and 4,000 faculty in 17 colleges and schools . The Libraries6

employ about 250 full time employees, with a variety of skills in the areas of metadata
analysis, collection development, acquisitions, and subject expertise, all of which played
a vital role in the project. This project is an excellent example of the necessity of
cross-departmental work for a shared goal.

The murder of George Floyd at the hands of police in Minneapolis, Minnesota in May
2020 challenged the traditional narrative of racial equity and equality in the United
States. George Floyd’s unnecessary death caught on video caused a shift toward
reckoning with the pervasive racism throughout U.S. institutions and systems. In
response, libraries, as cultural institutions, initiated and redoubled efforts to grapple with
their complicity in treating white experience as the norm as reflected in their collections,
systems, and practices. The processes we outline below can be modified and used by
any library system, regardless of size or budget, to work with vendors to amplify diverse
voices and content through the collection development process.

Overview of the project & team
Our overarching goal was to amplify diverse voices and perspectives in all subject
areas, especially with regard to race, racism, and intersectional histories of prejudice
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and liberation. Our analysis depended on metadata; however, metadata about author
identities is not consistently collected or always made available. Therefore, for this
retrospective analysis, we focused on diverse content rather than diverse voices. We
concentrated on GOBI’s Interdisciplinary Studies tags (ISTs) as a method for identifying
diverse materials absent from our collection and to assist in finding more books for
purchase in these areas. Once we understood what had not been purchased and why,
we could address our next goals for amplifying diverse content, voices, and
perspectives in our collections: automating purchases, advancing sustainable collecting
practices, eradicating existing gaps and preventing gaps from reappearing in the future.

The Libraries use a wide variety of acquisition methods to obtain single title
monographs: evidence-based (EBA), demand-driven (DDA), firm orders, and approval
plans. While we can’t automate the entire process (this is not realistic; human subject
expertise is necessary), we understand that automation where possible will sustain the
work and process to collect in these areas. The University of Minnesota has monograph
approval plans through its book vendor, GOBI Library Solutions from EBSCO. The
group began discussions on how to refine yet expand approval plans to purchase more
diverse materials across subjects. Although our approval plans are ebook-preferred, it is
important to note that this approach is not effective for all disciplines. The ACRL
statement on Equity, Diversity, Inclusion and Print Collecting recommends that North7

American research libraries continue to collect and preserve valuable print materials.
We agree it is important to continue to do so, and to continue to select outside of what is
available online or through approval plans.

Interdisciplinary Studies tags
GOBI’s ISTs were integral to facilitating the retrospective analysis and investigating
ways to improve our approval plans. GOBI uses 34 ISTs to reflect areas of research,
study, and collecting that are otherwise difficult to identify using LC Classification. ISTs
can be applied inclusively throughout an approval plan, but can also be included or
restricted in specific subject areas. GOBI Bibliographic Profilers assign these tags at the
point a title is profiled in GOBI. Many approval plans are based on specific call numbers
and ranges such as Library of Congress (LC), in addition to other criteria. However,
when seeking topically diverse content, LC Classification did not get at the nuance and
granularity we desired. Prioritizing materials that GOBI had tagged with ISTs was a
practical approach to improving our approval plans. We started our retrospective
analysis by reviewing missed book purchases with 12 ISTs (Asian-American Studies,
Black Studies [US only], Chicano or Hispanic Studies, Disability Studies, Ethnic Studies,
LGBTQ Studies, Men's Studies, Migration/Border Studies [North American only],
Multicultural Studies, Native American Studies, Speech & Hearing Impaired Studies,
and Women's Studies) to help us gather and think through what materials were missing.
The group’s charge was to increase racial equity in the collections and while 11 of the
12 ISTs reflect marginalized communities (except for men’s studies), we wanted to focus
our attention at this time on race. We narrowed our scope to seven ISTs.

7 http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/content/acrlissues/ACRL_Print_Collecting_Statement.pdf
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● Asian-American Studies
● Black Studies (US only)
● Chicano or Hispanic Studies
● Ethnic Studies
● Migration/Border Studies (North American only)
● Multicultural Studies
● Native American Studies.

Initial title list for consideration
We contacted our GOBI representative in July 2020 to propose our suggested revisions;
our representative ran a GOBI retrospective title list to identify titles recently published
that may have been purchased had these ISTs been in place on our approval plans.
Generating the retrospective title list was a time-intensive task for GOBI. The
parameters ultimately used to identify non-purchased titles were:

● All imprints
● Electronic titles only
● 2017-present
● Library of Congress Call numbers: A-Z
● US geographic focus (no focus is fine)
● English only
● Titles tagged with one or more of the following ISTs:

○ Asian-American Studies
○ Black Studies (US only)
○ Chicano or Hispanic Studies
○ Ethnic Studies
○ Migration/Border Studies (North American only)
○ Multicultural Studies
○ Native American Studies

The GOBI retrospective title list included 7,600 titles we did not own electronically
(according to data in GOBI). As we started cleaning, filtering, and sorting the data we
noticed the list included some titles we indeed owned. While GOBI is our primary
monograph vendor we purchase titles via other avenues such as ebook packages and
older, print titles. We send quarterly holding updates to GOBI, but there are limitations to
this process and holding indicators in GOBI may not be correct for non-GOBI
purchases.

A decision was made by our committee to invest the considerable human labor to look
at the remaining titles one by one. Each member of the committee took on a piece of
the spreadsheet for an initial, closer review; at a later meeting, we discussed how we
would document our process, our rationale for including (or excluding titles) from the
retrospective analysis to purchase, and identifying which additional library staff needed
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to be part of the data analysis portion of the retrospective analysis. We ended up with a
list of 1,282 titles to purchase.

Detailed process (workflow)
The work of selecting a final list of titles for purchase is described below in more detail,
and also in Figure 1 (Appendix). This process took 10 months and a great deal of time
and expertise from both University of Minnesota Libraries staff and GOBI staff. Under
each appropriate step we indicate the number of titles remaining at the end of that
specific step. The process below can be followed by any institution regardless of size.

1. Obtain a list of non-owned ebook titles from GOBI (n=7,600). GOBI had a
record of our GOBI purchases and provided a list of ebooks not purchased
through their system. GOBI also tags some of its titles with Interdisciplinary
Studies tags (ISTs). We asked for a list of non-purchased ebook titles published
in the last three years, containing a select list of ISTs (see list under section
Interdisciplinary Studies tags ). This full list is hence referred to as the ‘review
list’.

2. Compare the review list to holdings. GOBI did not have records for all the
titles owned or accessible in our collection. Our goal was to identify which titles
on the review list we already owned in print or electronic format, and titles
accessible (but not currently owned) through our demand-driven and
evidence-based acquisition (DDA and EBA, respectively) programs. This work
was done by one of our metadata analysts using scripts. The scripts are freely
available on GitHub (written for Alma libraries).8

3. Identify titles for consideration. To narrow down the list of review titles, each
title was evaluated for holdings overlap, the ebook access model, and ISTs of
interest, geography, and price. After review, each criteria was flagged with No (do
not purchase), Yes (purchase), or Maybe (possibly purchase).A pivot table
dashboard identified how each parameter, when applied, impacted the potential
cost of the pilot.

a. Holdings: Titles we already owned electronically (whether or not we
owned print) were marked ‘No’. Titles we owned in print, but not
electronically were marked ‘Yes’. Titles accessible due to EBA or DDA
plans were marked as ‘Maybe’. Everything else was marked ‘Maybe’.

b. Ebook access model: Ebooks are sold based on how many users can
access them at any given time. At the University of Minnesota we prioritize
unlimited user options and eschew purchasing single- or limited- use
access ebooks. Titles with unlimited use pricing (e.g. EBSCO UU) were
marked ‘Yes’. Titles with limited use pricing (e.g. EBSCO 1U) were marked
‘No’. Everything else was marked ‘Maybe’

8 https://github.com/UMNLibraries/holdings-from-isbns
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c. Interdisciplinary Studies tags (ISTs): For this pilot, we chose to focus on
the seven ISTs previously mentioned. Titles with these ISTs were marked
‘Yes’. Everything else was marked ‘No’.

d. Geography: Titles with a US geographic focus were marked ‘Yes. Titles
without a focus were marked with ‘Maybe’.

e. Price: For this project we chose to consider ebook titles priced at $300 or
less (and marked ‘Yes’). Our regular approval plan ebook price thresholds
are between $150-$300. Everything else was marked ‘No’.

4. Review titles for final decision (n=3,523). Final decisions were made for each
title that met the above criteria with a ‘Yes’ or ‘Maybe’. This was a manual,
iterative, high-touch process that took time. Decisions were made by
experienced, expert and confident selectors knowledgeable in our library's
collection foci and the campus’ curricular needs. Selections were indicated in a
shared Google spreadsheet, and a pivot table “dashboard” monitored selection
decisions and costs of selected titles.

5. Prepare list of titles for purchase (n=2,173). We prepared the final list of titles
to purchase. Those titles available for purchase through our EBA plan purchasing
process were removed from the final purchase list (n=891). This reduced our
expenditures.

6. Obtain a quote and negotiate (n=1,282). Once the non-EBA purchase list was
finalized, it was sent to GOBI for price updates (prices may have changed during
our lengthy process). GOBI offered to inquire about bulk discounting for some of
the publishers. This resulted in further price reductions.

7. Order titles and pay invoice. After final prices (including discounts) were
calculated we ordered the titles and the technical work began to integrate order
and discovery records. The titles available through our EBA plans were
purchased at the end of the fiscal year as part of the EBA selection process.

8. Integrate criteria into approval plans (if applicable). The criteria for selection
(ebook access model, ISTs, geographical tag, and price) have been integrated
with some of our approval plans. Currently, if a title is “slipped” on an approval
plan, but it is tagged with one of our seven preferred ISTs the title will be ordered
and paid for on a special fund.

Next Steps
The process described above is only the beginning of our work towards increasing
representation of diverse voices and perspectives in our collections. Based on what we
learned through this retrospective purchase project, we revised some of our approval
plans to include IST parameters and plan to integrate ISTs into the rest of our approval
plans, where applicable. This year, we will assess the effectiveness of those revisions in
diversifying representation in the collection and begin the next phase of our work. Our
next steps include:

● Closely monitor and evaluate the performance of our revised approval plans over
the next year. Conduct year-end analysis of items received.
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○ Determine if the application of ISTs are effective at incorporating more
racial equity across subject areas.

○ Ensure we receive books on revised plans that add to the diversity of our
collections while continuing to meet the criteria of the specific plan.

○ Adjust plans based on what we learn through analysis.

● Monitor and investigate diverse materials we do not receive automatically
through approval and why.

○ As we review recommended book lists, award winners, book reviews, and
GOBI spotlight lists, note items that we “should have” received and
consider their parameters.

○ Analyze books purchased on firm orders on the Racial Equity Collections
Fund over the year and why these were not shipped on approval.

● Develop recommendations and guidelines for selectors regarding how to
diversify our collection development practices for our methods outside of our
approval plans (e.g. firm, DDA, EBA, etc.).

○ Diversity of authors is not an issue we can currently address efficiently
through approval plans (GOBI doesn’t include metadata on race, gender,
or ethnicity of authors). Discuss ways to surface diversity in authorship as
well as subject coverage. Investigate whether Library of Congress
Demographic Group Terms could facilitate this work.9

○ Small press and independent publishers are less likely to be profiled by
GOBI. Determine ways to address this; for example, we may create lists of
diverse independent publishers for selectors to consider, and advocate for
their inclusion in GOBI.

○ Investigate ways to include regular reviews for diversity in our collections
work.
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Appendix
A flow diagram depicting the number of titles identified, screened and included in the
retrospective analysis project.
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